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SOME GROUPS SEE INCREASED RETAIL SPENDING
  The National Retail Federation reports retail sales were 
up 2.3 percent in June compared with a year ago, building 
on the 2.9 percent year-over-year seen in May.
  “These are impressive results showing that the consumer 
remains engaged and that consumer spending gave a 
boost to the economy in the second quarter,” NRF chief 
economist Jack Kleinhenz says. “The year-over-year 
growth is particularly significant given that it comes on top 
of strong gains at this time last year.” He says 
the sales numbers are in line with improved 
consumer sentiment driven by continued low 
inflation and wage and job gains.
  As of June, the three-month moving average 
was up 3.7 percent, excluding sales at 
automobile dealers, gasoline stations and restaurants. 
NRF’s numbers are based on data from the U.S. Census 
Bureau, which says overall June sales — including auto 
dealers, gas stations and restaurants — were up 3.4 
percent year-over-year.
  The stores that did the best last month were health and 
personal care stores (+3.4% year-over-year), general 
merchandise stores (+2.3%) and grocery and beverage 
stores (+2.1%). Sales that slipped include furniture and 
home furnishings stores (-1.7%), building materials and 
garden supply stores (-4.7%) and electronics and appliance 
stores (-5.8%). Ahead of the back-to-school shopping 
season, NRF also reported that clothing and clothing 
accessory stores posted a 1.6 percent decline in sales last 
month. And while brick-and-mortar sales have winners and 
losers, NRF says online store sales grew 11.6 percent.
  There are some hints that overall strong retail sales numbers 
are helping open ad budgets as some TV groups report a 
turnaround in the retail category. Sinclair Broadcast Group 
CEO Chris Ripley is predicting a “very good” quarter for his 
company’s retail ad revenue. “Retail in particular was down 
in first quarter and now is showing a nice pace for second 
quarter,” he said on a recent conference call, noting retail 
is Sinclair’s third-biggest category after automotive and 
services.
  Patrick McCreery, local media group president at 
Meredith, told analysts in a recent presentation there’s a 
good reason for retailers to come to TV. “Local broadcast 
television is still the most effective medium that’s driving 
retail traffic,” he said.

EVEN NIELSEN IS SHOPPING AT AMAZON
  American workers likely spent countless work hours 
browsing Amazon’s Prime Day deals the past two days, 
but it’s a pretty good bet Nielsen didn’t find its just-
announced partnership with the e-commerce giant listed 
under the “spotlight deals” section. In fact, Nielsen’s deal 
is a bit more ethereal. Nielsen says it has migrated its core

(Continued on Page 3)

JUNE RETAIL SALES RESULTS CONTINUE MOMENTUM
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Sweden-based furniture retailer IKEA will shutter its 
only U.S. factory, an 11-year-old facility in Danville, Va., 
where about 300 employees make wood-based pieces for 
stores in North America. The Wall Street Journal reports 
the company will shift the manufacturing operations to 
facilities in Europe... Los Angeles streetwear retailer 
Union launched a pop-up at eight Nordstrom stores in 
the U.S. and Canada last week, with exclusive fashions, 

footwear and accessories from 13 brands. 
The Concept 005: Union & Co. shops will be 
open through Sept. 1, and the merchandise 
will also be available online at both retailers’ 
sites, according to the Los Angeles 
Times... GameStop is doubling down on 

brick-and-mortar. The world’s largest video game retailer 
is partnering with global design firm R/GA to develop new 
and streamlined physical store concepts, introducing new 
ways for gamers to try new titles before they buy them, 
and giving stores a unique layout and purpose. GameStop 
operates more than 5,700 stores across 14 countries... 
Physical stores have the edge when it comes to back-to-
school shopping, Chain Store Age reports. According to 
a survey global consulting firm BRG, more than half of 
respondents (58%) say they plan to buy (or have already 
bought) the majority of their items in a store and some 
online for apparel and footwear. When it comes to school 
supplies, 57 percent respond similarly. In fact, 23 percent 
say they will buy or have bought all of their apparel and 
footwear in a physical store, and 19 percent say they 
will buy or have bought all of their supplies in a physical 
store... New research from eMarketer shows that more 
than half of U.S. households are expected to have at least 
one Amazon Prime member in 2019, even though new 
sign-ups are slowing from 12 percent annually in 2018 to 9 
percent this year. The retailer expanded the annual Prime 
Day event to two days this year (Monday and yesterday) 
and reportedly brought on 5,000 workers to handle 
increased fulfillment demands... Food Lion is cutting 
the ribbon on 92 renovated stores in South Carolina and 
North Carolina this week. Progressive Grocer reports 
updates include expanded craft beer offerings, more 
local produce, streamlined checkout areas, new signage, 
added grab-and-go-items and walk-in produce coolers... 
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder and, for many teens, 
there is something appealing about Crocs. The brand has 
become more popular among average income teenage 
females, according to Piper Jaffray. The shoe brand is 
now the thirteenth most popular among this demographic, 
up from thirtieth in 2017, CNBC reports... Domino’s share 
price fell after the pizza chain reported same-store sales in 
the U.S. grew 2.1 percent in company-owned stores and 
3.1 percent at franchisee locations. According to Reuters, 
Wall Street was looking for 3.15 percent growth at the 
company’s stores and 4.6 percent at franchisee’s shops.
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AVAILS
  WJZY/WMYT, the Fox O&O television station in Charlotte, 
N.C., seeks a highly motivated Account Executive who will 
help local and regional advertisers achieve their business 
objectives through effective TV and digital advertising. The 
ideal candidate must be able to identify qualified targets, use 
strong communication and presentation skills throughout 
the sales process, and maintain a high closing ratio. A four-
year college degree is required. Media sales experience is 
strongly preferred. Knowledge of media math, TV ratings and 
web metrics is a plus. CLICK HERE for details or to apply 

now. EOE/M/F/V/D.
  Do you have what it takes to close the 
big deal? Can you put together creative 
cross-platform campaigns? If the answer 
is yes, come to WPLG 
and Local10.com, 
where our sales and 
marketing team bring 
creative ideas to 
life.  WPLG-TV, ABC 
affiliate, a Berkshire 
Hathaway company 

in Miami-Fort Lauderdale, is searching for a dynamic, 
enthusiastic and results-oriented Account Executive. 
3-5 years of broadcast sales experience preferred. Follow 
THIS LINK to apply, and send resume to: Alex Price, Sales 
Manager: aprice@wplg.com. No calls, please. EOE.
  KTSF, a well-established leader in Asian Language 
Television in the San Francisco Bay Area, seeks a driven 
Account Executive to be a key, engaging liaison between 
our television station and businesses to deliver outstanding 
results through the effective sales presentation of television 
and digital solutions. The ideal candidate will be energetic, 
positive, goal-oriented and have a sense of urgency. Must 
be highly organized and possess strong verbal and written 
communication skills. To apply for this position, please email 
your resume to Javier Ortiz; jortiz@ktsftv.com and hrd@
ktsftv.com.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

CBS, VIACOM EYE AUGUST MERGER TALKS
  CBS and Viacom continue to bob along with merger talks 
and are now circling Aug. 8 as an internal deadline to agree 
to a deal, people familiar with the matter tell CNBC.
  While a transaction could be announced sooner or later, 
CBS and Viacom happen to share Aug. 8 as the day both 
companies report Q2 earnings. That makes it a natural goal 
post for a merger that’s been speculated about for more than 
a year, said the sources.
  Both companies have conceptually agreed that a deal 
to gain scale makes sense, said the people. Bulking up to 
compete with Netflix, Disney, Comcast and others is a 
narrative that’s been pushed by controlling shareholder 
Shari Redstone, who is prohibited from proposing a merger 
of the companies herself — a provision from a lawsuit she 
settled with CBS Corp. last year. Redstone would like a 
combined CBS-Viacom to get even larger as it prepares to 
renew expensive NFL broadcast rights in the coming years.
  The price of the transaction, which will come in the form of a 
merger exchange ratio, hasn’t been discussed.

FOX SEES PRIMETIME, SPORTS AD GAINS
  Fox Corporation is the latest to benefit from stronger-than-
expected trends in TV ad spending, as the company notched 
strong gains in upfront advertising commitments for its next 
cycle of programming – its first since selling off a large chunk 
of its media assets to Walt Disney.
  Ad demand was stronger than many executives anticipated, 
a person familiar with the matter tells Variety. The volume 
of ad commitments for the primetime entertainment lineup 
on Fox Broadcasting increased in the high-single-digit 
percentage range over last year’s offerings, the source said. 
If Fox’s primetime entertainment volume 
rose in a range of 8 to 9 percent over 
last year, then the company could have 
secured between $1.6 billion and $1.82 
billion, Variety estimates.
  In 2018, Fox only managed to secure a 1 
to 2 percent increase in ad commitments 
for its primetime lineup, which totaled an 
estimated $1.48 billion to $1.67 billion.
  Advertisers were encouraged by Fox’s 
new emphasis on live programming. 
The company secured more volume for 
sports programs than it did last year, according to the source, 
and saw marketers express interest in college football, Major 
League Baseball and programming on its Fox Sports 1 
cable network.

STUDY: SCREEN TIME, TEEN DEPRESSION LINKED
  Spending too much time scrolling through social media and 
watching more television has been linked with symptoms of 
depression in young people, and a new study reveals to what 
extent screen time and depression may be intertwined.
  For every additional hour young people spend on social 
media or watching TV, the severity of depressive symptoms 
goes up, according to a study published in the journal JAMA 
Pediatrics. “To our knowledge, the present study is the first to 
present a developmental analysis of variations in depression 
and various types of screen time,” the researchers wrote.
  The study included 3,826 students in seventh to 11th 
grade from 31 schools in the Montreal area. Between 2012 
and 2018, the students were asked to complete surveys to 
assess screen time behaviors and symptoms of depression.
  Screen time was measured by asking students how much 
time per day they spent playing video games, using social 
media, watching television and using a computer.
  Depression symptoms were measured by asking students 
to indicate on a scale — from zero (not at all) to four (very 
much) — to what extent they experience seven known 
symptoms of depression, such as feelings of loneliness or 
hopelessness. Those symptoms were measured as units.
  The researchers found high levels of social media use over 
four years was associated with increased depression — and 
each one-hour increase in the average time students said 
they spent on social media was associated with an increase 
in the severity of depression symptoms within that same year.
  The tendency to already watch high levels of television 
over four years without an increase was associated with 
less depression. But researchers found that each one-hour 
increase in the average amount of time spent watching TV 
within a given year was associated with an increase in the 
severity of depression symptoms that year.
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Conan O’Brien

Sometimes I still can’t 
believe it took me six 

months to realize my first 
girlfriend was made of Lego.
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EVEN NIELSEN IS SHOPPING AT AMAZON
(Continued from Page 1)
National Television Audience Measurement processing 
from traditional on-premise server processing to a cloud-
based infrastructure using Amazon Web Services.
  Scott Brown, head of product, TV and audio at Nielsen, 
says the move to a cloud-based engine has been a 
“significant undertaking” but will reduce redundancy and 
improve scalability and reliability. More important for the TV 
industry and ad buyers, Nielsen says it will also help speed 
up the company’s rollout of new products.

  “Cloud processing allows for greater 
flexibility and velocity, as we build new 
and enhance existing products. It will 
also give us the opportunity to spend 
more time innovating and less time on 
managing infrastructure,” Brown said. It 
should also give buyers and sellers more 
flexibility with the measurement data and 
services Nielsen packages and delivers 
to networks, agencies and advertisers.
  Nielsen so far is limiting the move to 
national TV, but local television and radio 

products could ultimately make the same leap. Stephen 
Orban, general manager at AWS, says it’s money well spent 
since it allows Nielsen to become a “more agile organization” 
and it should “accelerate their work in helping companies 
around the world understand viewership.”

THIS AND THAT
  Comscore has announced a long-term deal to provide 
Block Communications with measurement services for 
WDRB in Louisville, Ky.; WAND in Decatur, Ill.; and WLIO 
in Lima, Ohio... The Department of Justice has asked the 
FCC to postpone action on a deal that would see Apollo 
Global Management acquire the majority of Cox Media 
Group’s radio stations for $500 million. The DOJ request 
is related to Apollo’s request to surpass foreign ownership 
limits... Increases in streaming services, AI-enabled devices 
and in-vehicle tech are main sources of 2.2 percent year-
over-year growth in the U.S. consumer tech market, which 
is on track to exceed $400 billion in retail revenue in 2019. 
The Consumer Technology Association’s biannual U.S. 
Consumer Technology Sales and Forecasts report was 
based on factory sales to dealers for more than 300 products.
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Make no mistake about why 
these babies are here: They 

are here to replace us.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

HISPANIC BUYERS BOOST U.S. HOUSING MARKET
  Hispanics are experiencing the largest homeownership 
gains of any ethnic group in the U.S., a turnaround for the 
population hardest hit by the housing bust that could help 
buoy the market for years, The Wall Street Journal reports.
  The homeownership rate for Hispanics has increased 
more during the past several years than any race or ethnic 
group, including whites. The rate, which hit a 50-year 
low in 2015, has risen 3.3 percentage points since then, 
according to U.S. Census Bureau data. The overall U.S. 
homeownership rate bottomed in the second quarter of 
2016 and has grown 1.3 percentage 
points since then.
  While Hispanics comprise only 18 
percent of the U.S. population, the 
group accounted for nearly 63 percent 
of new U.S. homeowner gains over the 
past decade, according to the National 
Association of Hispanic Real Estate 
Professionals. New homeowners 
include people buying first homes and 
those coming back into the market after 
a foreclosure.
  The group’s homeownership has risen alongside gains in 
income and education and a growing familiarity with the U.S. 
mortgage market. The Latin community also has a large 
millennial population entering the age of homeownership.

CAR INVENTORIES SHORT AFTER OUTPUT SHIFTS
  The rush to build more crossovers and SUVs has produced 
an abundance of light trucks and not enough of the cars that 
consumers continue to buy, Automotive News reports.
  While the number of light trucks in inventory rose slightly 
last month, the number of unsold cars fell to its lowest point 
since November 2011. The inventory mix now is several 
percentage points away from the overall sales mix between 
cars and light trucks, according to figures compiled by the 
Automotive News Data Center.
  Overall, automakers and dealers had an estimated 
4,004,700 unsold vehicles to start July, a 69-day supply 
that was up slightly from the 3,992,100 vehicles on hand 
at the start of June and roughly flat from a year earlier. But 
within that gross number, product moves in recent years 
by several automakers away from sedans — and toward 
SUVs — are playing out in the inventories on dealership 
lots.
  There were an estimated 1,008,000 unsold cars to begin 
July, a 60-day supply, making up just more than 25 percent 
of total inventory. For comparison, car sales in the U.S. 
have accounted for 29.4 percent of total sales through the 
first six months of the year.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION UNCHANGED IN JUNE
  U.S. industrial output was flat in June, as increases for 
the manufacturing and mining sectors were offset by a 
decline in utilities output. Industrial production, a measure 
of factory, mining and utility output, was unchanged in June 
from the prior month, the Federal Reserve said yesterday.
  That fell short of economists’ expectations for a seasonally 
adjusted 0.2 percent increase last month. May industrial 
production was unrevised at a 0.4 percent increase. From a 
year earlier, industrial production rose 1.3 percent in June.


